Poultry Health OVERVIEW

“Learning & Understanding what it takes to keep your flock healthy & productive”

SPN-USA is committed to educating and equipping with the knowledge and skills to keep your flock healthy! We provide training throughout North America for the backyard fancier as well as the small farmer.

Questions about diseases and poultry health are the most commonly asked questions! Everyone is asking – the breeder, the grower, the food citizen, the turkey farmer, everyone at the farmers market, the neighbors and every backyard poultry enthusiast! Poultry health is important to the every flock owner, whether they have five chickens or five hundred! Because of the issues that all poultry are vulnerable to, it is critical that you learn the basics of all poultry diseases.

Remember your eyes are your best management tool! But, it is very important to understand poultry diseases and parasites. Learning the differences of bacterial, nutritional, fungus and viral diseases. What common disinfectants can be used for poultry? What about vaccinations and various medicines for poultry? These are the issues we will tackle in the all of our workshops, seminars and national conferences.

Specifics you will learn:

• Learn how to observe the performance of your birds to determine their health!
• Discover the transmission of infectious agents.
• Develop a plan for disease prevention & bio-security.
• Discover what determines the outcome of an infection.
• Learn the signs of stress and understand how it effects your flock!
• Discovery the Alternatives to Antibiotics.
• What about vaccinations? Should your birds be given vaccines?
• Learn how to euthanize properly – birds of all ages.
• Are there annual treatments that my birds should receive?
• What about water treatment?
• How does environment effect the health of poultry? Understanding the value of basic poultry management.
• Learn the value of feed and how it impacts your flock health!
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